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Quantum Advisory strengthens Flex proposition with
Richard Beddall appointment
Quantum Advisory, the leading pensions, benefits and actuarial firm, have announced the
appointment of Richard Beddall as Senior Benefits Consultant. Richard’s role will be to
develop and promote Quantum’s flexible benefits proposition, QChoice.
Phil Farrell, Partner at Quantum Advisory, commented: “We are very pleased to have
Richard joining the team. We are seeing a strong and growing demand from SMEs for an
employee benefits proposition that enables them to offer their employees flexibility and
choice and we are committed to helping them achieve this in an affordable way through our
flexible benefits proposition, QChoice. Richard, with his vast experience in the Flex and
employee benefits arena, will add valuable resource to our existing team and help our clients
to continually drive engagement amongst their employees, stand out from their peers and
support their business performance.”
Richard Beddall commented: “It was the team’s clear drive, commitment and belief in
QChoice that first attracted me to Quantum. This is an exciting time for the business and I
very much look forward to working with such an enthusiastic team and helping more
companies maximise the benefits of Flex for their organisation.”
Richard joins Quantum Advisory with 12 years’ experience in the Flex and employee
benefits industry. Prior to this, he spent three years as Business Project Manager for
National Express Group and has held a range of Flex roles with Benefex, Edenred and
Lloyds TSB Group. Richard holds the Princes2 Accreditation in Project Management.
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NOTES TO EDITORS
About Quantum Advisory
Quantum Advisory is the trading name of Quantum Actuarial LLP and provides a full range
of services to pension schemes and sponsoring employers with a focus on tailored and
practical advice and support from experienced professionals.
We have offices in Amersham, Birmingham, Bristol, Cardiff and London servicing schemes
and employers across DB, DC, hybrid schemes and a variety of employee benefits
arrangements.
Our core services include administration, actuarial consultancy, investment consultancy,
secretarial services, employee benefits consultancy, communications, auto enrolment
support and health and wellbeing. Across all services we aim to provide pro-active, solutionbased thinking by investing in talented people and innovative systems.
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